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Abstract.Zijinshan gold mine once to mining local underground copper resources, result in the 
mined-out area which elevation from 460 m to 570 m, the upper pit continue mining down the deep,one 
of the main problems in the safety production is that the large-scale mining equipment work whether 
fall into the mined-out area, it need to determine the problems of safe thickness of roof and reasonable 
value; First use six theoretical analysis methods, respectively was studied and calculating the safety 
thickness, then using finite difference software FLAC 3D are simulated on a 1-1 section, by comparing 
and comprehensive research, found that using numerical simulation method to get the calculation result 
is far above the theoretical calculation results. In the final analysis, determine the safe thickness of roof, 
which provide the decision basis for safety production. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, the mining market increasingly active, mining developed mature, with the production 
become mechanization and scale. in order to achieve better benefit, more underground excavation 
transferred to opencast excavation[1]. According to some reference material, underground excavation 
transferred to opencast excavation can significantly improve the mine production capacity, realizing the 
economies of scale become maximization [2]. As the underground mine excavation transferred to 
opencast excavation,large changes have taken place of production in terms of environment and 
engineering structure at the same time,we will found some safe hidden trouble,which had not appear 
before.It's not good for mine safety in production, and even cause harm, not conducive to the steady 
development of mines [3-5]. 

After the underground excavation transferred to opencast excavation,the safety of thickness of top 
plate，influenced whether the mine can be excavated. When the thickness of top plate is less than 
safety numerical,it may causes hazards such as collapse, so in front of the opencast excavation, we 
must determine the critical safety thickness of top plate to make sure that the production continuous 
safety [7-8]. 

2 General Situation Of Engineering Geological 

Zijin Gold and copper mine is in Shanghang county of Fujian province，Roughly purple mountain 
volcanic institutions。The mining area terrain is given priority with low mountain granite，it is the hill 
country of the southern section of Wuyi mountains east，Mining area is located in the southern section 
of the mountain，The Zijin mountain peak height + 1138 m above sea level，the lowest Mining area 
of south and northwest elevation + 300 m，the elevation of most terrain near the deposit above + 500 
m，the elevation of mining area minimum base level of erosion + 188 m, the biggest height difference 
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is 950 m [9]. 

As the gold copper joint development project implementation，There are a large number of low 
grade ore body is difficult to recycle,at the same time,the reserved pillar can not be recovery because 
the opencast excavation of gold ore,With the deepening of strip mining,the decreaseing of the thickness 
of top plate will influence the safety of the underground copper mining. 

In order to improve the production capacity of mining，Comprehensive utilization of copper 
resources, decided to transferred underground excavation to opencast excavation. The data shows，the 
excavation of Zijin gold and copper has formed a large number of mined-out area in +460m-570m 
area,the average span mined-out area is 25 m，According to the strip mining design scheme，Each of 
the open-pit mining steps 12 m high，Bottom elevation + 652 m now[11]. 

3 The theoretical calculation method of the safe thickness of top plate 

Thick cross ratio method   This article take the safety coefficient K=1.3, Computation formula is as 
follows： 
 5.0/ KWH                                                                (1) 

 （H-The safety thickness of top plate，m；W- Gob span，m；K- Safety factor）. 
Load transfer intersection line method   Computation formula is as follows： 

 
tan2/nLH 

                                                             (2)
 

(β- According to load transfer line and the Angle between the roof center vertical line,the value is 35º；
Ln- Gob span，m；H- The safety thickness of top plate,m. 

Platts pressure arch method   Computation formula is as follows： 

   fH /)2/-45htanb （                                                  (3) 

(H- The height of pressure arch,m； - Internal friction Angle of rock，º；b-The width of open 
stoping ，m；h-The maximum height open stoping，m；f- The rock tensile strength。 

Open stoping length-width ratio method   According to size gob, the condition of roof rock and 
surrounding rock mass of cohesion，calculation points in two cases。 

1 ） When the lengths and widths of the mined-out area is greater than 2 ：
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2) When the lengths and widths of the mined-out area is less than 2：  
2
xx pltcoefficienmoment  Bending M                                         (6) 
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(5) Structural mechanics method of beam theory  Computation formula is as follows： 
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figure 1   The curve diagram of Gob span and the safety thickness of top plate 

In this project，The average span mined-out area is 25 m，Calculations to the safety thickness of top 
plate is: 

Table1  The safety thickness of top plate from different calculation 
Calculation method The safety thickness of top plate（m） 

Thick cross ratio method 16.25 
Load transfer intersection line method 17.85 

Platts pressure arch method 19.9 
Open stoping length-width ratio method 24.5 
Structural mechanics method of beam 

theory 
21.67 

The gob span is 25 m，Calculate the average is 18.94m。 

4 The numerical simulation of goaf safety roof thickness 

Refer to engineering geological data，Open-pit mining steps is 12 m，To establish the numerical model 
that the thickness is 92m，80m，68m，56m，44m，Determine a range of critical safety thickness of roof，
By simulating the shear stress of the plastic zone map，To determine the critical safety thickness of top 
plate in a certain range. 

Table2  Rock mechanics parameters 

Name 
The rock 

group 

γ(K
N/m

3) 

C(M
pa)

φ(º）
E

（Gpa
) 

μ 
K

（Gp
a) 

G（Gpa) 
σt(M
pa) 

In the fine grained 
granite 

1Ⅰ  29.4 0.7 39 38.5 0.31 33.77 14.69 4.62 

In the fine grained 
granite 

2Ⅰ  27.9 0.65 38.08 38.6 0.31 33.86 14.73 3.86 

In the fine grained 
granite 

1Ⅱ  26.5 0.6 38 37.5 0.3 31.25 14.42 3.1 

In the fine grained 
granite 

2Ⅱ  25.4 0.35 35.5 37 0.33 36.27 13.91 2.64 

In the fine grained 
granite 

Ⅲ 26.2 0.15 33.04 27.3 0.23 16.85 11.1 1.85 
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Figure 3  The numerical model 

According to the strength subtraction of the safety thickness of top plate,On the analysis of the 
stability of the top plate,There are two kinds of general determine whether the structure damage.One 
approach is to adopt structural convergence as the basis of determining whether or not,Use Moore - 
coulomb criterion whether the calculation is convergence under the FLAC 3d software.Another method 
is at the end of the calculation，whether the plastic zone is through the top plate,Its physical meaning is 
clear. 

 
Figure 4   the thickness of top plate is 45m、44m 
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Through the numerical simulation，receive the plastic zone map，when the thickness of top plate is 
45m，the plastic zone is not through the top plate.when the thickness of top plate is 44m,the plastic 
zone is through the top plate,it means mined-out area and the surface have formed a potential sliding 
channel，The model is shear failure,it may make the top plate collapse.So we can determine the 
thickness of top plate is 45m。 

 
Figure 5   the horizontal stress nephogram when the thickness of top plate is 92m、80m、68m、

56m、45m、44m（unit：N） 
As is shown in the horizontal stress nephogram,the top plate under the weight of the overburden 

strata will produce bend.Take the mined-out area at the top of the unit as the research object,from the 
surface to the top plate,the horizontal stress of rock gradually transformed the compressive stress to 
tensile stress, And with the thickness of top plate decreases, tensile stress area become smaller and 
smaller, Compressive stress area become more bigger . This is because with the open-pit mining 
boundary line become lower, The slope on both sides of the mined-out area is more and more steep, the 
open pit bottom extrusion bigger, to offset part of the gob roof tensile stress produced by weight. And 
slope foot due to stress concentration, suffered a large tensile stress, When the thickness of the top plate 
get thinner, tensile region in the middle of the top plate become bigger, produce tensile damage, the 
ability of damage of the rock mass at both ends of the top plate become lower, generate shear failure. 

5 Summary 

Zijin gold mine of underground mining form a large number of mined-out area,  and formed a serious 
threat to the open stope production safety, using the theory and numerical simulation method to 
calculate the limit of the goaf roof safety thickness, get the theoretical calculation value of 19 m, the 
results of numerical simulation for 45 m. The numerical simulation results are far greater than the 
theoretical calculation results. 

Although using theoretical calculation method can calculate the limit of a single goaf safety roof 
thickness, But in actual engineering, In the process of underground mining tends to form a series of 
underground mined-out area, And the adjacent goaf between each other will influence each other, This 
also affect the safety of the gob top plate thickness, Using numerical simulation method, using finite 
difference software FLAC 3d, set up a numerical model, considering various factors and the influence 
of adjacent goaf, Calculate the mined-out area the safe thickness of top plate of the critical value，it is 
benefit for the safe production of the opencast stope. 
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